
ABOUT: Using the 4+ decades of the Al Miner/Lama Sing readings as guide and support, this group intends to 
employ the power of group consciousness to set ourselves Utterly Free from the mandates and limitations of this 
realm, and actualize Consciousness; that while we agreed to the conditions as a prerequisite for incarnation, we 
have the right to wake up within it so long as we do not interfere with the right of the choices of others within it. 
Our inherent Knowing of what lies beyond the illusions of limitation is being reawakened, and we gather with one 
another to support and inspire each other as we reclaim now, while yet finite, the full brilliance we are in Spirit 

“It is a journey of love.  That love being the quest for the sum of who you are, and the desire to bring forth this 
completeness that it can shine from you, and that your intentions, your works in His Name, and in your own as a 
righteous Child of God, can manifest in the realms in which you dwell.” —Lama Sing 20020610 

The BONFIRE: In our “Living Masterfully Discussions,” we agreed to the concept and importance of meeting in 
our gatherings and in meditations outside the confines and definition of finiteness, to help us grow in Truth that 
we are so much more than the finite life we are currently expressed in. So we “built” a bonfire in the limitless All 
to help us focus our attention in Truth, and use a 1-min video with music by our Laura to begin our meetings. 

The SYMBOL for this Deep Dive was a signet of unification of spirit and body used in communication amongst 
the Disciples and Jesus under the watchful eye of soldiers and spies, “signed” by a specifically positioned dot. The 
Master’s was the only with a dot in the center. (19980709 Barnabas and Master’s Sacred Seal) 

____________ 

The ELDERS READINGS — Most all who are at the forefront of this group came to it through sharing in the 
experience of being immersed in the story of our heritage, the audios in the now archived Deep Dive: “Back to 
Love — The History and Future of Humankind.”  

It is highly recommended that everyone coming to this Deep Dive has that work as a foundation for 
understanding. And for this Deep Dive, it is also highly recommended that one immerses themselves in 
those audios  first rather than studying the transcripts, for these reasons: 
 1 - The audio transmission is direct from source and, for any who are open, can give the listener 
the opportunity to flow beyond time and space into loving enlightenment. 
 2 - Reading the transcripts will most likely engage the intellect and the reasoning mind, where the 
offering is to let all that go in favor of Being fully immersed in a soul memory. 
 3 - As the spirit is willing to bypass the intellect, just know that the greater message and 
understanding will become clearer and clearer as the story evolves. As the intellect strives to understand, 
for one who is willing to not be distracted by it, a greater Knowing will surpass it. 

Note: As this work was being given, Al and Susan called them “the Elders readings.” Susan compiled 
them into a book: WHEN COMES THE CALL. It was then made available through the shared audios in 
the Deep Dive Back to Love. Hence, all the names. 

“The Children’s Story” is a short summary of the work was written by Susan Miner in the booklet 
available on Amazon as well as on this Bulletin Board. 

An interesting fact: This is the story of how those who came to be called The Elders became trapped in 
the Earth realm and were rescued. Lama Sing at one point said they “risked all” to  tell this story 
because they weren’t telling it, they were re-living it. In other words, they came back into the 
consciousness of finiteness, with all its conditions and entrapments, in order to try to reach us with all the 
energy and love they knew to give.  

Lama Sing has said that this story is told again and again “throughout the heavens,” much as the story of 
Christmas is retold so many times by us here. 
  

The book SEED THOUGHTS TO CONSCIOUSNESS will be referenced continually, as will be the final 
decade of Al’s work. The book is available for purchase on Amazon but is available in PDF on the Bulletin Board; 
the final decade of readings, which includes his “Consciousness” work readings, are also currently being 
compiled into a PDF that will also be made available on the Bulletin Board. 

       Thanks	           Giving

https://libraryofconsciousness.org/library-of-consciousness-community/community-deep-dives/deep-dive-back-to-love/
https://libraryofconsciousness.org/library-of-consciousness-community/community-deep-dives/deep-dive-back-to-love/

